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ABSTRACT: Cognitive radio (CR) is the enabling technology for supporting dynamic spectrum access: the policy that addresses the spectrum scarcity problem that is encountered in many countries. The spectrum sensing problem has gained new aspects with cognitive radio networks. Radio spectrum is the most valuable resource in wireless communication. Cognitive radio is a new concept of reusing licensed spectrum in an unlicensed manner. Cognitive radio is motivated by recent measurements of spectrum utilization, showing unused resources in frequency, time, and space. The spectrum must be sensed to detect primary user signals, in order to allow cognitive radios in a primary system. The fundamental problem of spectrum sensing is to discriminate samples that contain only noise from samples that contain a very weak signal embedded in noise. We derive detectors that exploit known structures of the signal, for the cases of an OFDM modulated signal and an orthogonal space-time block coded signal. We derive optimal detectors, in the Neyman-Pearson sense, for a few different cases when all parameters are known. Moreover, we study detection when the parameters, such as noise variance, are unknown. We propose solutions to the problem of unknown parameters. More specifically, we investigate spectrum reuse of geographical spectrum holes in a frequency planned primary network. System performance is measured in terms of the achievable rate for the cognitive radio system. The limited available spectrum and the inefficiency in the spectrum usage necessitate a new communication technology, referred to as cognitive radio (CR) networks. Cognitive radios are intelligent devices with ability to sense environmental conditions and can change its parameters to the requirements to get the optimized performance at the individual nodes or at network level. Thus, CR is widely regarded as one of the most promising technologies for future wireless communications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In wireless communication systems, the right to access the spectrum is generally defined by frequency, transmission power, spectrum owner (i.e., licensee), type of use, and the duration of license. Usually, a license is assigned to one licensee, and the use of spectrum by this licensee must be conformed to the specification in the license. In the older spectrum licensing schemes, the license cannot change the type of use or transfer the right to other licensees. Moreover, the radio spectrum is licensed for larger regions and generally in larger chunks. All these factors in the current model for spectrum allocation and assignment limit the use and result in low utilization of the frequency spectrum. Because the existing and new wireless applications and services are demanding for more transmission capacity and more data transmission hence, the utilization of the radio spectrum needs to be improved. To improve the efficiency and utilization of the radio spectrum, the above mentioned limitations should be ended by modifying the spectrum licensing scheme and adopting a dynamic spectrum management model. The basic idea is to make spectrum access more flexible by allowing the unlicensed users to access the radio spectrum under certain conditions and restrictions. Because the traditional wireless systems were designed to operate on a dedicated frequency band, they are not able to utilize the improved flexibility provided by this spectrum licensing scheme. Therefore, the concept of cognitive radio (CR) emerged, the main goal of which is to provide adaptability to wireless transmission through dynamic spectrum access (DSA) so that the utilization of the frequency spectrum can be enhanced without losing the
benefits associated with static spectrum allocation. The CR is a “smarter radio” in the sense that it can sense channels that contain signals from a large class of heterogeneous devices, networks, and services.

On the basis of this sensing, the radio will implement sophisticated algorithms to share the limited bandwidth channel with other users in order to achieve efficient wireless communication. In this way, the CR concept generalizes the idea of multiple access involving devices in a single homogeneous system to multiple access among devices in different radio spectrums using different radio transmission techniques and hence different systems (i.e., inter-system multiple access as opposed to the more traditional intra-system multiple access), which have different priorities in accessing the spectrum. In present day communication wireless communication has become the most popular communication. Because of this growing demand on wireless applications has put a lot of constraints on the available radio spectrum which is limited and precious.

In fixed spectrum assignments there are many frequencies that are not being properly used. So cognitive radio helps us to use these unused frequency bands which are also called as “White Spaces”. This is a unique approach to improve utilization of radio electromagnetic spectrum. In establishing the cognitive radio there are 4 important methods. In this paper we are going to discuss about the first and most important method to implement cognitive radio i.e., “spectrum sensing”.

II. COGNITIVE RADIOS

The term "Cognitive Radio" (CR) was coined by Joe Mitola in 1999-2000 The term was intended to describe intelligent radios that can autonomously make decisions using gathered information about the RF environment through model-based reasoning, and can also learn and plan according to their past experience. Clearly, such a level of intelligence requires the radio to be self-aware, as well as content and context-aware. Moreover, Haykin defines CR as a radio capable of being aware of its surroundings, learning, and adaptively changing its operating parameters in real-time with the objective of providing reliable anytime, anywhere, and spectrally efficient communication.

The term CR is defined in as follows: “Cognitive radio is an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware of its ambient environment. A cognitive radio transmitter will learn from the environment and adapt its internal states to statistical variations in the existing RF stimuli by adjusting the transmission parameters (e.g., frequency band, modulation mode, and transmission power) in real-time and on-line manner.” This definition essentially captures the fundamental concept behind CR. A cognitive radio network (CRN) enables us to establish communications among CR nodes/users. The communication parameters can be adjusted according to the change in the radio environment, topology, operating conditions, or user requirements.

Two main objectives of the CR are to improve the utilization of the frequency spectrum and to achieve the highly reliable and highly efficient wireless communications. The term CR is defined in as follows: “Cognitive radio is an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware of its ambient environment. A cognitive radio transmitter will learn from the environment and adapt its internal states to statistical variations in the existing RF stimuli by adjusting the transmission parameters (e.g., frequency band, modulation mode, and transmission power) in real-time and on-line manner.” This definition essentially captures the fundamental concept behind CR.

A cognitive radio network (CRN) enables us to establish communications among CR nodes/users. Two main objectives of the CR are to improve the utilization frequency spectrum and to achieve the highly reliable highly efficient wireless communications. Cognitive radios are self-aware and intelligent device switch can sense the changing environmental conditions and can change their parameter like frequency, modulation techniques, coding techniques, power etc. according to changing statistical communication environmental thus resulting in efficient utilization of available resources.

Cognitive radios must be intelligent enough to learn and decide about their operating parameters and could change their transmission and reception parameters to meet performance requirements and maximize Qos. Operations of the cognitive radio are controlled by the Cognitive engine (CE). The cognitive engine performs the tasks of sensing, analysis, learning, decision making and reconfiguration. Cognitive radio networks consist of two types of users, primary (licensed) and secondary (unlicensed or cognitive) users. Licensed users have higher priority for the usage of the licensed spectrum. On the other hand unlicensed users can opportunistically communicate in licensed spectrum by changing their communication parameters in an adaptive way when spectrum holes are available.
Cognitive radio-based DSA or sharing has basically two major flavours, that is, horizontal spectrum sharing and vertical spectrum sharing. In the former case, all users/nodes have equal regulatory status, whereas in the latter case all users/nodes do not have equal regulatory status. In vertical spectrum sharing, there are primary (i.e., licensed) users and secondary (i.e., unlicensed) users, and the secondary users opportunistically access the spectrum without affecting the primary users’ performances. Horizontal spectrum sharing can be between homogeneous networks (e.g., IEEE 802.11a operating in the 5-GHz Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure band) or between heterogeneous networks (e.g., coexistence between IEEE 802.11b and 802.15.1 [Bluetooth] networks). When all the networks in a heterogeneous environment have cognitive/adaptive capabilities (i.e., all coexisting networks have equal incentives to adapt), it is referred to as symmetric sharing. On the other hand, when there is one or more network without cognitive/adaptive capabilities (e.g., coexistence of legacy technology with CR technology), this is referred to as asymmetric spectrum sharing. One example of this is the coexistence of high speed IEEE 802.11 networks with low-power IEEE 802.15.4 networks. DSA in vertical spectrum sharing is referred to as opportunistic spectrum access. This opportunistic spectrum access is the method for the secondary user to operate within a frequency band that is designated to the primary user.

The concept of Cognitive Radio (CR) appeared as a new paradigm in 1999 as an extension of Software Defined Radio (SDR). It describes the situation where intelligent radio devices and associated network entities communicate in such a manner that they are able to adjust their operating parameters according to the needs of the user/network, and learning from experience at the same time. Since then, there has been a significant amount of effort in the research community on CR-related topics. Standardization activities on Cognitive Radio Systems (CRS) (including TV White Spaces—TVWS) have also been initiated and progressed in many standardization bodies. Almost all regulatory bodies in the USA, Europe and Asia–Pacific regions have acknowledged the importance of CRS on shaping the way spectrum is allocated. The figure below shows the main building blocks for the deployment of a Cognitive Radio system. In cross layer design of cognitive radio all layers extract information coming from the PHY layer and exchange it to optimize the QoS expectations of the application. CR senses the environment using information from physical and MAC layer. Present protocols designed for the physical and MAC layers for static spectrum allocation cannot be used for the CR based networks. For CR based networks the MAC layer protocols must have the ability to utilize the information from the physical layer. It also helps the MAC layer in assigning the resources to radio nodes. The decisions will be done on the basis of information provided by the Physical layer.

2.1 Cognitive Radio Requirements

One of the main goals targeted with cognitive radio is to utilize the existing radio resources in the most efficient way. To ensure the optimum utilization, cognitive radio requires a number of conditions to be satisfied. The primary cognitive radio requirements are (a) negligible interference to licensed systems, (b) capability to adapt itself to various
link qualities, (c) ability to sense and measure critical parameters about the environment, channel, etc. (d) ability to exploit variety of spectral opportunity, (e) flexible pulse shape and bandwidth, (f) adjustable data rate, adaptive transmit power, information security, and limited cost. The aim of Cognitive Radio is usage of frequency bands that are owned by their licensed users. Therefore, one of the most significant requirements of cognitive radio is that the interference caused by cognitive devices to licensed users remains at a negligible level. One of the main features of the cognitive radio concept is that the targeted frequency spectrum is scanned periodically in order to check its availability for opportunistic usage. According to the results of this spectrum scan, the bands that will be utilized for cognitive communication are determined. Since at different times and locations the available bands can vary, cognitive radio is expected to have a high flexibility in determining the spectrum it occupies.

2.2 Physical architecture of the cognitive radio

A generic architecture of a cognitive radio transceiver is shown in Figure no. 2. The main components of a cognitive radio transceiver are the radio front-end and the baseband processing unit. Each component can be reconfigured via a control bus to adapt to the time-varying RF environment. In the RF front-end, the received signal is amplified, mixed and A/D converted. In the baseband processing unit, the signal is modulated/demodulated and encoded/decoded. The baseband processing unit of a cognitive radio is essentially similar to existing transceivers. However, the novelty of the cognitive radio is the RF front-end. Hence, next, we focus on the RF front-end of the cognitive radios.

![Physical architecture of the cognitive radio](image)

Figure No. 2: Physical architecture of the cognitive radio (a) Cognitive radio transceiver and (b) wide band RF/ analog front-end architecture.

The novel characteristic of cognitive radio transceiver is a wideband sensing capability of the RF front-end. This function is mainly related to RF hardware technologies such as wideband antenna, power amplifier, and adaptive filter. RF hardware for the cognitive radio should be capable of tuning to any part of a large range of frequency spectrum. Also such spectrum sensing enables real-time measurements of spectrum information from radio environment. Generally, a wideband front-end architecture for the cognitive radio has the following structure as shown in Figure no. 2. The components of a cognitive radio RF front-end are as follows:

1. **RF filter**: The RF filter selects the desired band by bandpass filtering the received RF signal.
2. **Low noise amplifier (LNA):** The LNA amplifies the desired signal while simultaneously minimizing noise component.

3. **Mixer:** In the mixer, the received signal is mixed with locally generated RF frequency and converted to the baseband or the intermediate frequency (IF).

4. **Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO):** The VCO generates a signal at a specific frequency for a given voltage to mix with the incoming signal. This procedure converts the incoming signal to baseband or an intermediate frequency.

5. **Phase locked loop (PLL):** The PLL ensures that a signal is locked on a specific frequency and can also be used to generate precise frequencies with fine resolution.

6. **Channel selection filter:** The channel selection filter is used to select the desired channel and to reject the adjacent channels. There are two types of channel selection filters. The *direct conversion receiver* uses a low-pass filter for the channel selection. On the other hand, the *superheterodyne receiver* adopts a bandpass filter.

7. **Automatic gain control (AGC):** The AGC maintains the gain or output power level of an amplifier constant over a wide range of input signal levels. In this architecture, a wideband signal is received through the RF front-end, sampled by the high speed analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, and measurements are performed for the detection of the licensed user signal. However, there exist some limitations on developing the cognitive radio front-end. The wideband RF antenna receives signals from various transmitters operating at different power levels, bandwidths, and locations. As a result, the RF front-end should have the capability to detect a weak signal in a large dynamic range. However, this capability requires a multi-GHz speed A/D converter with high resolution. The requirement of a multi-GHz speed A/D converter necessitates the dynamic range of the signal to be reduced before A/D conversion. This reduction can be achieved by filtering strong signals. Since strong signals can be located anywhere in the wide spectrum range, tunable notch filters are required for the reduction. Another approach is to use multiple antennas such that signal filtering is performed in the spatial domain rather than in the frequency domain. Multiple antennas can receive signals selectively using beam forming techniques.

As the need of wireless communication applications are increasing the available Electromagnetic Spectrum band is getting crowded day by day. According to many researches it has been found that the allocated spectrum (licensed spectrum) is not utilized properly because of static allocation of spectrum. It has become most difficult to find vacant bands either to set up a new service or to enhance the existing one. In order to overcome these problems we are going for “Dynamic Spectrum Management” which improves the utilization of spectrum. Cognitive Radio works on this dynamic Spectrum Management principle which solves the issue of spectrum underutilization in wireless communication in a better way. This radio provides a highly reliable communication. In this the unlicensed systems (Secondary users) are allowed to use the unused spectrum of the licensed users (Primary users). Cognitive radio will change its transmission parameters like wave form, protocol, operating frequency, networking etc based on the interaction with environment in which it operate. Figure no. 4 shows the Dynamic Spectrum Access in Cognitive Radio.
Figure No. 4: Dynamic Spectrum Access

Cognitive radio has four major functions. They are Spectrum Sensing, Spectrum management, Spectrum Sharing and Spectrum Mobility. Spectrum Sensing is to identify the presence of licensed users and unused frequency bands i.e., white spaces in those licensed bands. Spectrum Management is to identify how long the secondary users can use those white spaces. Spectrum Sharing is to share the white spaces (spectrum hole) fairly among the secondary users. Spectrum Mobility is to maintain unbroken communication during the transition to better spectrum. In terms of occupancy, sub bands of the radio spectrum may be categorized as follows:

A) White spaces: These are free of RF interferers, except for noise due to natural and/or artificial sources.
B) Gray spaces: These are partially occupied by interferers as well as noise.
C) Black spaces: The contents of which are completely full due to the combined presence of communication and (possibly) interfering signals plus noise.

Figure no. 5 shows the White Spaces and used Frequencies in Licensed Spectrum.

Figure No. 5: Illustration of White Spaces in Licensed Bands

When compared to all other techniques, Spectrum Sensing is the most crucial task for the establishment of cognitive radio based communication mechanism. In order to achieve these objectives, cognitive radio is required to adaptively modify its characteristics and to access radio spectrum without causing excessive interference to the primary licensed users. Cognitive cycle of cognitive radio operation as secondary radio system is shown in Figure no.6. Steps of the cognitive cycle are: spectrum sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing and spectrum mobility.
Figure No. 6: Cognitive cycle of cognitive radio

Spectrum sensing is active spectrum awareness process where cognitive radio monitors its radio environment and geographical surroundings, detect usage statistics of other primary and secondary users and determine possible spectrum space holes. Spectrum sensing can be done by one cognitive radio, by multiple cognitive radio terminals or by independent sensing network exchanging information in a cooperative way which improves overall accuracy. Spectrum decision: Based on spectrum sensing information cognitive radio selects when to start its operation, operating frequency and its corresponding technical parameters. Cognitive radio primary objective is to transfer as much as possible information and to satisfy required quality of service, without causing excessive interference to the primary users. Additionally, cognitive radio may use data from regulatory database and policy database in order to improve its operation and outage statistics. Spectrum sharing: Since there is number of secondary users participating in usage of available spectrum holes, cognitive radio has to achieve balance between its self-goal of transferring information in efficient way and altruistic goal to share the available resources with other cognitive and noncognitive users. This is done with policy rules determining cognitive radio behaviour in radio environment. Spectrum mobility: If primary user starts to operate, cognitive radio has to stop its operation or to vacate currently used spectrum and change radio frequency. In order to avoid interference to primary licensed user this function has to be performed in real time, therefore cognitive radio has to constantly investigate possible alternative spectrum holes. Cognitive radio is developing radio concept founded on software defined radio, digital signal processing and artificial intelligence. Aim of the cognitive radio is to use natural resources efficiently including space, frequency, time, and transmitted energy by sensing the environment and adaptive transmission without causing excessive interference to the primary licensed users. The performance requirements for cognitive radio system are: reliable spectrum hole and primary user detection, accurate link estimation between nodes, fast and accurate frequency control and power control method that assures reliable communication between cognitive radio terminals and non-interference to primary users.

III. SPECTRUM AWARENESS

One of the most important features of the cognitive radio is the ability to acquire, measure, sense, learn and be aware of the radio's operating environment in order to recognize spectrum space opportunities and efficiently use them for adaptive transmission. This task is very demanding since cognitive radios are in a way blind and they cannot see other radios. Their awareness of the outside world is founded on information obtained from others or their own "hearing". Imagine that a blind man arrives at a crossing and tries to conclude weather the road is free or not to go based only on his hearing. This functionality of cognitive radio is exercised through spectrum awareness. Spectrum awareness can be classified as passive and active awareness (or also called spectrum sensing).

Figure no. 7 shows basic classification of spectrum awareness methodologies for cognitive radio. In the passive awareness radio spectrum information is received from outside world like from primary communications system, from server, from centralized database, or predefined policy set. In this approach relevance of data in space and
time is critical and additional communication channel is needed for acquiring information. While leading to simplified secondary transceivers, these methods require some modifications to the legacy primary system, additional data acquisition, data storage resources, data management system, and additional network capacity. Generally, passive awareness results in rather static secondary usage without optimally exploiting spectrum space opportunities.

Figure No. 7: Spectrum awareness classification

In active awareness secondary users actively sense the radio environment and adapt their transmissions based of the measurements. In non-cooperative model secondary users make their decisions independently based on the observations about the spectrum environment. In cooperative situation local measurements will be combined and signalled to all secondary users before decisions about spectrum use are made. Active awareness is more complex and hardware demanding, but generally it results in improved secondary users spectrum usage statistics compared to spectrum usage based on passive awareness. Cognitive radio systems may employ either one or both forms of awareness, thus the discussed approaches should not be viewed as mutually exclusive. In systems based on negotiated spectrum use the primary system announces secondary users about the allocated frequencies and the available spectrum opportunities using spectrum beacons. Negotiation is usually centralized and includes determination of geographical, temporal, technical, financial, service quality and interference constraints and conditions. In the policy based approach, the national regulatory agency identifies a licensed band of the radio spectrum where use is low or the band is used with a deterministic pattern. The regulatory agency assigns a set of policies that provide rules and constraints concerning how to use this radio spectrum for secondary use. Secondary devices repeatedly seek for updates of policies that are relevant for their regulatory domain and update their information bases. After updating information, secondary users adapt their transmission parameters like frequency and power to meet predefined policies.

IV. CONCLUSION

Radio system founded on cognitive radio technology is challenging and promising concept, leading to new directions in developments of wireless communications and leap progress in radio spectrum usage efficiency. It is seen as a groundbreaking and founding technology of future wireless systems. Nevertheless, cognitive radio is not a magic wand which will instantly solve radio spectrum scarcity problems, liberate all the frequency bands and abrogate radio spectrum regulation. As we look in the future, we see that cognitive radio has the potential for making a significant
difference in the way how the radio spectrum can be accessed and used by wireless systems. However, cognitive radio is still in its infancy. Development of cognitive radio systems are cross related and dependent to developments in many different technical and non-technical areas like: software defined radio, digital signal processing, artificial intelligence and machine learning, but also bioinspired intelligence, social group behaviour, economical studies, etc. Emergence of full cognitive radio capable radio system is still years, even decades far away from practical realization. What we currently see is: many research advances in the area and gradual implementation of various cognitive radio related technological concepts in modern communication systems. Even if only thirty percent of predicted cognitive radio system functionalities will be realized in radio devices in the forthcoming years, this would bring significant advances to future wireless communications systems. In this article, we have presented motivation for developments of opportunistic spectrum access, an overview of cognitive radio systems and major technical and research issues in cognitive radio. Given the complexity of the topic and the diversity of existing technical approaches, our presentation is by no means exhaustive. We hope that this article provides a glimpse of the technical challenges and exciting research activities in the cognitive radio systems.
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